Installation of quartz stone tiles

Recommendation

1 It is important to follow the correct fixing methods suitable for the specific applications. VinaQuartz tiles should NOT be laid using customary sand and cement. There are no established standard for adhesive fixing of engineered quartz stone slabs / tiles. Some of the installers may fix the engineered quartz stone slabs / tiles similar to fixing ceramic tiles using adhesives meant for ceramic tiles. Such practices lead to failure in installation.

2 Do not alter factory finish or polish. No repolishing or refinishing should be done on the VinaQuartz Natural Quartz Surface.

3 Method adopted for laying of engineered quartz stone slabs / tiles may vary from location to location and may be installed in numerous ways. It is of prime importance that the installer takes into account the features viz. differential movement, structural deflections, foundation movements, thermal movements, moisture movements, dimensional stability of the materials that make up the different layers of the engineered quartz stone slabs / tiles and understand how they interact with each other if the complete system has to perform successfully.

4 It is the responsibility of the installer/ buyer to design the tiling system based on the advice obtained from the adhesive manufactures.

5 VinaQuartz tiles are generally supplied calibrated, squared, polished and chamfered and are absolutely ready to be laid. We recommend usage of specially designed Polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive confirming to ANSI118.4 – 1999 having below mentioned performance. Properties for bonding of engineered quartz stone slabs / tiles:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>ANSI 118.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Set</td>
<td>&gt;6 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Set</td>
<td>9 - 15 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 day shear bond</td>
<td>200 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 day compressive</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 For high demanding areas such as heavy traffic areas & critical installations we recommend usage of specially designed epoxy based adhesive having below mentioned performance properties for bonding of engineered quartz stone slabs / tiles:
Test | ANSI 118.3
--- | ---
Setting time | > 2 hr
28 day shear bond | 150 psi
28 day compressive | 2500 psi
ANSI | 118.3
F-6.1 modified |

**Manual operation**

We recommend that the following procedure may be followed for laying VinaQuartz tiles:

1. Tiles must be laid on concrete floor which is dry and moisture free, flat, stable, solid, free of cracks, smooth, clean of any dust, debris, oils or any similar substances that may cause tiles to break free.

2. During the laying process, the environmental temperature must be between +20°C and +30°C.

3. Sand and cement screeded floors must be allowed to dry for such no. of days that the surface is completely cured and free of moisture. Laying the tiles on wet sand and cement mixture is to be utterly avoided. The humidity of the concrete at the most be less than 5% before the installation.

4. Polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive used should be such that adhesive and waterproofing membrane are compatible. If this is not possible epoxy based adhesive should be used.

5. Polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive shall be prepared as instructed by the adhesive manufacturer.

6. Remember to check tackiness of the mixture spread on the foundation. The tackiness of the mixture spread on the foundation should be tested by hand. If the adhesive smudge onto fingers, installation of tiles can be continued; if not the foundation must be thoroughly cleansed off and a new adhesive must be re-spread on the foundation.

7. Using flat side of the trowel to make a thin layer of polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive (bed thickness as recommended by supplier) on the foundation.

8. Spread the appropriate amount of polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive at one time to ensure that the tiles are laid within the setting time of the adhesive.

9. For good adhesion, the polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive must be spread as a thin layer (back buttering) on the back of the tile.
10 The tile should then be laid on the polymer modified rapid setting cement adhesive covered foundation and should be tapped with a rubber mallet to ensure even laying.

11 Tiles must be always laid with joints. Joints must have a minimum width of 2 mm for 300 mm x 300 mm and 600 mm x 600 mm tiles.

12 Grouting of the joints should be done at least 24 hours after laying of the tile. The joints should be thoroughly cleaned before grouting.

13 Grout should be cleaned from the surface within 15 mins.

14 Always remember to seal joints with a flexible cement based grout having below the mentioned performance properties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>ANSI 118.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear shrinkage 7 days</td>
<td>&lt; 0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural strength 7 days</td>
<td>400 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength 28 days</td>
<td>350 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength 28 days</td>
<td>3000 psi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 For high demanding areas such as heavy traffic areas & critical installations we recommend usage of specially designed epoxy based stainfree & water cleanable grout having below mentioned performance properties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>ANSI 118.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water cleanability</td>
<td>&gt; 80min (E-5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial setting time</td>
<td>&gt; 2 hr (E-5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Shrinkage</td>
<td>&lt;0.25% (E-5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag</td>
<td>No change (E-5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear bond strength</td>
<td>&gt;1000 psi (E-55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength</td>
<td>3500 psi (E-66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>1000 psi (E-5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal shock</td>
<td>&gt; 500 psi (E-5.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16 Grouting should be done only with rubber float so that the joints are fully filled and compacted.

17 In a wide area of installation, the foundation must be divided into areas of 4 X 4 m and 6 X 6 m. Expansion joints of 4 – 6 mm among these areas must be sealed with polyurethane/ non-staining silicone sealants.

18 In case floor is exposed to direct sunlight and or temperature exceeding 300C ensure that the surface must be covered with damp cloths for minimum 24 hours.

19 Open the surface to pedestrian traffic only after 24 hours of grouting.

20 VinaQuartz will not assume responsibility or liability for any problems due to improper application.

21 It is always advised to consult the adhesive manufacturers for designing the tiling system. Assistance of architectural drawing for tile laying can also be obtained.

22 In case of installation of VinaQuartz tiles around fireplaces, stoves, on strongly insolated areas (eg: shop windows), it is necessary to take into account the quality of the substrate concrete and also take into consideration the thermal expansion of the product. Specialized installation technique should be used for laying VinaQuartz Natural Quartz surface on such floors. Please consult the adhesive manufacturers for designing the tiling system for such an application.

23 In case of installation of VinaQuartz tiles as a stair component, it is important to take into account the mechanico-physical characteristics of VinaQuartz tiles. The wall junction must enable longitudinal changes of the stair component, i.e. the space on the interface between the wall and the component must be filled with an elastic material, which enables dilatation.

24 After Installation see that there is no warpage, defects, deflections etc and check that the:

25 Visible corners have correct radius and are smooth.

26 Holes are filled with suitable color.

27 Joints especially those with front edges are leveled, tight and smooth.

28 Edges are smooth polished and the color is matched.
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Realisation of Interior Floors and Linings with VinaQuartz Engineered Stone.

The following indications should be considered guidelines for ordinary use in interior environments and, in any case, do not modify the responsibilities of the final user. In the event of application under conditions other than normal conditions for civil construction, where there are great loads in weight, for example, or particular thermal-hygrometric conditions, situations where there is great exposure to the sun or large sizes, it is advisable to apply to VinaQuartz's Technical Office for a specific study.

- **The rules of proper installation of VinaQuartz materials do not differ substantially for the rules that apply to ceramics materials and are valid for all marble-based, quartz and evo based products.**
- The tiles must be stored in a dry covered area, at a temperature of no less than 5°C.
- Under ordinary conditions, rapid drying cement-based bonding agents with a low water content are advised (for example: Granirapid, Mapei), or the same bonding agents used for ceramics and natural stone. In the case of large sized slabs, special supports or conditions of stress, polyurethane bi-component glues must be used. The marble-based colours contain natural substances that are particularly sensitive to humidity, therefore bonding agents without water are required for their installation.
- Installation must guarantee adhesion of the bonding agent over the entire surface of the marble chip tiles.
- The base upon which the tiles are installed must be clean, compact and dry (with a relative humidity of less than 2%) and must have a resistance to traction of no less than 1 N/m².
- The installation should provide for escape or leakage grooves of 2/3 mm between marble chip tiles, therefore the normal products for this purpose, used for ceramics, may also be used for the tiles.
- Elastic (silicone or PVC) expansion joints must be provided along the walls, to realise a base section of about 4/5 m x 4/5 m.
- VinaQuartz products may be used for heated flooring. In this case the base must be absolutely dry and special care must be taken in realising the expansion joints.
- The tiles may be easily cut and adapted during dry installation outdoors and with adequate protection.
- After installation, all of the products, especially those based on marble, must be protected to avoid damage from scratches, while the worksite is open.
- Stains from bonding or sealing agents must be removed quickly. Cleaning in the worksite must take place with neutral detergents. The use of acid detergents must absolutely be avoided with marble based materials.
- Processed stones, stairs and windowsills are installed in the same way as natural stone.
- Any attempts to restore installed surfaces must be performed during installation only on marble based products, using appropriate polishing machinery. On quartz and evo based surfaces, re-polishing during installation is not advisable, because of the particular resistance of these materials.